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Opposed to Three Sisters Village ASP Bylaw 2021-05 and to Smith Creek ASP Bylaw 2021-06.

Joan Dunkley  Mon 2021-03-15 4:51 PM

To:  Shared.MunicipalClerk <shared.MunicipalClerk@canmore.ca>

 (written March 6th, 2021)

Dear Municipal Clerk, Mayor Borrowman, and Councillors,

I've lived here and have been a home owner here since 2007. And since the '60's had come through here and spent time here often.
I am opposed to TSMV's two Area Structure Plans, and ask that you reject both  Bylaw 2021-05 and Bylaw 2021-06. There are many points of
conflict between what is presented in these ASP's and our guiding documents: including with regard to wildlife corridor and its pinch-points,
to undermining, to the request for expansion of our Urban Growth Boundary, and to our Climate Emergency declaration and action plan.
As well, I am concerned about the significant risks involved.   

- I urge you to uphold our Conservation of Wild lands zoning.

- I urge you to maintain our Urban Growth Boundary and reject the request to expand it. One very significant point is that the area at the mouth
of the Wind Valley is crucial to maintaining wildlife corridor, which is an international matter not only a local concern.

- In this regard please apply zoning that will mitigate all wildlife corridor pinch-points. And assure that corridor width, slope and crossing
structures, are consistent with best available continental corridor science. It is clear that the Provincial approvals were not based on available
independent scientific data. TSMV’s current plans in both ASP's ignore the best-available continental corridor science and the specific
recommendations of the local and regional biologists who know the valley well.

- Also in this regard I urge you to enforce Land Use Bylaw Sec�on 14.16.14.1 (c), which requires a setback of 450 meters from the edge of the
wildlife corridor in the Village ASP area.

- Please ensure, as recommended in the Natural Resource Conservation Board Report Decision, that the corridors be given legal land
designation before any building approvals are granted, in order to protect the corridor lands from future development.

- Fencing as proposed by TS is not a proven means for 'controlling' the movement of wildlife or humans. It is an experiment that puts wildlife
and humans at risk. And is also a financial risk. Unlike Banff, for instance, we would not have staff in place to respond to events like wildlife
ge�ng on wrong side of the fencing, let alone plans, money or staff for maintenance and daily checks on the fencing status, or for replacing
it.

- Please protect and maintain the Recrea�on and Golf District zoning that acts as buffer for wildlife on the heavily undermined unfinished golf
course lands. It provides a currently required widening of the adjacent wildlife corridor, and in this regard it includes needed development
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setbacks and other provisions that contribute to basic wildlife needs and corridor func�oning.

- Regarding undermining and financial concerns I ask that you refuse any residential development on the unfinished golf course lands. As well
as safety issues, the future liability costs to Canmore tax payers are more than scary. The developer's commitment to only 2 year liability
leaves our Town and tax payers vulnerable. As well it will be the Town's responsibility for providing and maintaining all services (related to
both ASP's). Please do not put us and our long term future in this position.
- I have found no information to support the proposed cement filling as a proven or reliable means for reducing let alone preventing cave-in
risks over the long term.
- Regarding financial considerations, the fact that previous promises of commercial development by TSMV have not been kept or fulfilled
does not bode well for the fulfillment of commercial development promised in their current ASP's., and therefore for Canmore's future. Again
as has been the case in past, this reality would mean significant residential tax increases.

- Please do not increase the number of residential units stated in current Bylaws, including the Town of Canmore Land Use Bylaw, Section
14.9.2.4, which specifies the number of residential units on the Three Sisters Lands. Also, given that they were specified in 1998, and do not
take into account current circumstances including climate crisis, I would ask that you consider reducing them.
- I am opposed to TSMV plans to double the size of Canmore, and mostly with homes not lived in much of the year. Not my vision for
Canmore! Here I will just emphasize that this does not fit with our 2019 Climate Emergency Declaration.
 - I would also ask if approx. 400 'affordable' or vital units for local residence and workers, is sufficient amidst the scale of build-out proposed?
I think we can do better.

These ASP's do not reflect our core priorities, values and commitments. At this time we need to slow down, listen, and ask for a much more
fitting plan.
Thank you for considering my requests, one letter amongst many! I sincerely appreciate your efforts and caring for our community and its
future.
With my best wishes,    

Joan Dunkley


